8 S TU N NING PENTHOUSE
SU ITES IN A S TR IK ING
L A N DM A R K DE V ELO PM ENT IN
TH E HE A RT O F SOUTH EN D

www.beaumontrichmond.co.uk
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BE AUMONT COURT

BE AUMONT COURT

Designed to complement the
striking architecture of Beaumont
Court is a contemporary, yet
relaxing roof top garden as
well as landscaped communal
areas. Natural materials fuse
with avant garde design to form
not only a truly remarkable,
but unrivalled residents oasis
in the centre of town.

EN JOY LIFE
AT TH E TO P

Sharply modern and exuding quality and style in every aspect, the penthouses at Beaumont Court
make the perfect town centre abode yet are just minutes from the wide open spaces and vistas of the
Essex coast.
Home to the world’s longest pleasure pier and with the buzz of it’s vibrant esplanades and town centre,
Southend is the ideal location for the young at heart yet also boasts breathtaking scenery in which to
experience everything from the totally relaxing to the truly inspiring.
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BE AUMONT COURT

LI V E TH E
HIG H LIFE
A good view is priceless so it should
come as no surprise that the finest
views can only be seen from some
of the most exclusive properties.
Beaumont Court provides a glimpse
of what it means to live the high life.

Computer generated image of typical Beaumont Court interior. Indicative only and subject to change.
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BE AUMONT COURT

Beaumont Court has a high level
of specification as well as a range
of exclusive residents services:
● Contemporary fitted kitchens with
a range of integrated appliances
● Apartments feature stylish fitted
bathrooms and en-suites
● Exclusive residents gymnasium
● Exclusive residents rooftop garden
● Concierge service
● Lift access to all floors
● Secure cycle parking
Beaumont Court also has some retail
units showcased in its courtyard area.
The first, Beauty by Laser is a luxurious
clinic offering a wide variety of cosmetic and
beauty treatments. All laser treatments are
carried out by Kelli-Anne, who has been
providing safe and effective treatments
for all skin types for over 18 years.
Beaumont Coffee Club has a menu
consisting of light & healthy breakfasts,
smoothies, salads, sandwiches,
milkshakes and a large selection of
homemade cakes and pastries.
All of their ingredients are locally
sourced and are vegan, vegetarian
and gluten free friendly.
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Designed and finished to the highest standards
with clean lines and carefully sourced materials.
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Perfect private spaces all designed
to relax and refresh at the end of the day...
Computer generated image of typical Beaumont Court interior. Indicative only and subject to change.
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